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Officials reject immigrant detention center proposal
BY HOtlY I0URNIIR
lontiibutmp. wnlei

\ 11 v.ini.i otlkials reiiMed a pn)po6al Tuesday lo
Imikl a IfiOO l>'l .letiiilii.n center designed to hold
ilk-K^il JimiitKiMiil-. .i\%i(ilinn<l<i»>rt.-ili<in
11M propoaaJ. atfradnoed Sept. 5. addressed growing immigration problem Ml Virginia. In 2006 akme.
Imini.-.i ITI. 111 mil Customs Knforocment was
notifi.il ii approximately 12.000 incarcerated illegal

immigrants eligible for deportation, according to the
The Washington Post. IXie to lack of resources only
690 indniduaLs were deported, said Sen. Kenneth W.
StoUe (R-Virginia Beach), chairman of the Virginia
crime commission that mtroduccd the plan.
The proposal was aimed at creating a single center
to hold illegal immigrants arrested on minor charges,
such as drning under the influence. StoUe stressed this
fact, adding that the center would not house immigrants whose only crime is being in the country iUegally,

Putting it
bluntly

nor would it hold those arrested on mon- srin »us cm n< -,
like rKimicide.
Virginia would haw fiiuinnil the ptojed mrOUgD
bond sales, although ofiiciais wen' unsun- about DOM
much the project woukl ultimately cost, when.' it woukl
be built, or how k>ng eoastniction would hi
according to U.S. Crime Commissii »u
The plan was rejected T\iescLi\ due to lack of amend support in both the General AvsrmhK and Ihe

Some Madison students said that the cost of constnutkm would runt* Ixvn worth the benefits of having
a detention a'liter specifically for ilk-gal immigrants.
loea a\-nlable m a new detention center would
bebanai fcl ttu- immigrants." senior Margaret Ransone

add
She went on to say that housing individuals await
ing (k'|»>rtalK m 111 one place would make it much €
sea CENTER, pote 4

pubic,

TRANSITIONS

Marijuana arrests costing
students financial aid

Harrisonburg to receive funds
for transit improvements

BVASHUYHOHONS
i»rwse*ta
BY SHAYNA STRANG
staff WTHM

Wml. |Kii. reefer. Mary-June, ganja, nugs.
mdadma^ No matter what
you call it. in,ui|iun.i amata are up, and stuttonnaaenaaugi i ot losing their financial aid.
In 2000 QOfl niainiiana arrant occuiTed
-1 eonds. amounting to 829.625 arrests
within die I'S in Din \r.ii. aCCjORBDg to report
recently rrireenr. b) the PBL \M war's total
is tin- highest in 1 S histoiv M the number of

I'^rlier this month, the Harrisonburg transit system WM taU to exped almost I23 million fnxn the
federal government tor tnmsjt impniwments.
\\r aret/l able to awnd n yet1 Reggie Smith.
dfcectot <>! the Hanisonhirg Ivpiirtment of Public
I tan-|")iiatinn s.ud K miglit happen this year or it
mm t. ike until, lime orltilv vVedoo'l know."
HDFT and the Virginia Department of
TnmajnitationhaveaJread) ivgun dividing what the
fmids will IK-used far, including the punhase of nine
■i- -nt bnm and conmtenoo of several Rad
projecti around the chy according to Smith.
it was In out rix mrplan," be arid. "We have a
bnietablelo replace mebnaat"
Thk exchange of bUBBI WM seheduk-d to take
piece onring the nexl fiacal year, but the project wee
moved up when thedrj
'a-niationof the

aneeubai tinned ejncaiona
Since tin' begmflmg of
this school year at least 24

people hew been n
farpoBMssion «>i mafQuana
In ' campus polkv.

IbeBonimbenihaveinan
coaeequencai to tftwmnte than just
(■flume 1 nda 1 1998 amendment
to the Higher Education Act, which

smith S.-111I.

autom,ili.all\ shi|rs financial akf I rot n
college stnili uKuitli any drug cortvteliotis, 200,000 stii'kiits haw Urn
denied .ml. rejiorted :i

The monej wfl be coming from the Federal
Transit Adminisiiation funds pnkl by taxpayers in
ever> Mate each year According to their Web she,
the rTAgrvea approximate!) $9 million a year to help
BUpporl I'-.ilK pi.Mined and onfUtetl public mass
transit -^|.ms thniuglumt the t'nited St;ites
lo help M man) Ctttai and suites as possible,
a transter ot uioti.\ t ikes p|,)lv at the end of each
>i At this nine me .idminLstration looks
that have extra tmnay to their budget and
ctotenumea which states wfl need more for projects
Bteeath toctevek^mnnl
"tlkT reaaocnte that IIHHK*> tit suites that will
use the money,"Snath
IT, we were one

students for 9enaUe
l>riig I'oluv preea
According t<> tinFBI report, there
mon- iiuiijnana arrests in 2006 than there
1
11 other violent mines combined.
■ncfading iniinlei. rape, manslaughter, robbery
WJaadaaaMji In t;Ki. marijuana arrests
UJIlplhwl H percent of all drug arrests in 2006.
OfrheRvldatirjrje, 89 penxnt, 01 738,915 people
wencnanjBd with poaimakm alone.
mounted lo 40 percent
ot all iiLiiijiumaamsts m j(K)'j, aminUnglothc
FBI report, IhteoouJd potential) aftd sang an■ many ancteuai end organizations in mi sjmpu.s^aenKstlRM'ountry are parii(i).itni) in a wed long rah a&iiast the financial
IKIiliiniii.itioiipenakj tordiiigmmictions.
Mc«r than 106 «tuflV"t gowmmcnLs and
{.(H)o education. aoVlklx*. recovery, n'ligkxis
and crimin:il kjejjoi organizations are railing
on OongnM to repeal Lbi uuendment, arguing
thai munfen raptetei ironists and burglars are
■towed to receive ■a, wnaBumnwIni drug convictiona atari
Ilk u-vk. Bonored l»> tlie Students for
Senanai 1
fted on <vt 15 and will
continue through tomorrow. Activist-swill begivkngoul i.v-ipafcarden. students to sign, which
\MII be band dettvorad to Capital Hill, asking legtalnton to repeal the penalty Ai the Kducatkxi
and lahoi Committee of the VS. House of
Repteaentativea ii preparing to n^uithorize the
llii'lni liliu itHin \i i. the group ltopes to inspire
change in itgHanofl
VMTV

MI-

1< nl aid elimination |>enalty n a

toriabtepalcj Ibm \\w\\. diiviii*-ot students
la Sananle Drag Policy, aaid TtW-kingacccssto
iltic.M i. m and biking i-Dpieout of school causes
more IK< less dnig aUise in our society. When
you |»re\ent amMOM from earning a coUege
degree it bartaou economy- ODrconntiynaaa>
more education, not'
WI11I. (lute is IKII a iTui|<er of Students for
IMU. there are options
far atudenta who wanl tnhelp students can go
onacom t" write tlK-ir legisbturea on ana poUctei the) and aoaat student
■I Men mbaed icgitnling tlk- anti-<lnig

lagaflattoo
I i" I hi 1 it 1 .1 l.tii thing to have," srnjor

tehta) Knoa ^>i<i Whan yon hawDnandalaU
from theapwramenl you ha\e to uultokl certain
Sophoinoiv KitnN-rlv Humphries seemed to
he thinks the money would be l«-uvr
oan) 1 a etudenui whofa m monon s<-hooh*ork
man dm
1
laiitiistiKleutswlHitaki IIHII Stlldk-S
astouaV.'riatarid
Omen bcavever.cnaMraai
Teopk in- doing much worse things (than
sitKikinKUKiriiiKiiLiltail tln\ ran aft ml to go to

nia JlKaahna aid
l:n-shnuin K11M ll..(hn.m agnwL saying that
Ate thou
| abrjuU be ronsklered
•teh manomei mcaeaertouadrugi
H' -nl. | ,|(,,it think iiianiiniiii is a big
linUcm. i icepl vxlh-n it's ..HIIIMIHTI witli «>I1KI
tlnigv'

AMV GWAinrr/conMUnng phoK*i«htf
The transit deportment plans on replodng Hanionborg buses with some of the uperted funds (rom the
ftaVrol gevefnment.

Brooks sworn in as
student body president

< unvntlv. t;
Banranl mutes offered
sewn days u week thnnigluRit the .IMU amipusiuHl
certatadeattnaDonein Ihedh ot Harrisonhtirg. With
the buaeaopen to everyone, hundreds of peopk' ride
I l.imsouhuig v transit nyateim r—rli dn ^n\ many are
■ IRMSII am

RING OF FIRE

BY KATIE IHISDHt
staff writer

A ntw, but familiar, fact joined the executhr council at
Tuesday's Student (kivemment Association meeting Senior lo
Brooks was sworn in as the new Student lk«l> President .ifti■ «in
mug last 'Irtursday's runoff ek-t-tion.
I la began his remarks with his favorite quotation from I Men
KBIOT t' 1 illiLstrate his goals for the yrar.
"IV only thing wunr than bring blind is having sight but no
vision.- Brooks said to the tatfi "lli.it's wluit I iapt to bring
hackiothciirganiyation We need ti> get luti on tin
Brooks also asked the Senate to recite the S( iA's nW naM
ment togeth(T.
"We niT-d to find out where we stand on this, and make sure
w're fulfilling it." Brooks sakl at the meeting. "We need to refresh
(Mir minds every once in a whikv"
"People can get caught up in other things." Brooks said. "I'm guilty of this too. So
sometimes it helps to NBOua.
I Hnttor of Communications I.eslk* Cavin agreed.
1 fn'l that ustrning to fellow students and giving them a voice is trial htf tfaeconof
getting back on track and moving forward." she said.
Brooks does not feel that the transition to a new president will lie difficult tin s<, A
Having been a member of StlA for three years, and on thecxiviitiu'nuintil tot tun. In
said lie understands die relationship he needs to have with SGA and the student body.
Over 4,600 students voted in last week's election. Brooks said that in tin- past si-veml
years, only 12 to lH percent of the population voted, ami was impressed with tins turnout
th.it maOW 25 percent.
"Ilie voter turnout in the current election was amazing," Leslie Cavin sakl. It i.-.ilb
'liat Ilie campus wanted to get informed and actually make a diffenniv in thielection. Ilo|x-fully elections in the future will follow this pattern, with rater turnout
iiK'iv.i.sing even more."
VM

BKOOKS. |»o« 4

Junior Joted Shields spent some time ploying with (we ftidoy ofremoon on
the Quod
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"Six Straight wins for JMU, 411 in CAA" the
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finished with 576 yards of total offense, not the
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yards on 28 carries and threw for 24? yards.
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CLASSIFIEDS
• How to place a classified; Go to www.thebreeze.org and click on the classified
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• Coat: $5.00 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed
classified. $10 per column inch.
SDeadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue.
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Gl Anthonv-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805

James Madison University
Harrisonburg. Virginia 22807
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PVMPHIMS
< MAFIAS*

*

Over 50 varieties of pumpkins & gourds

Little Caesars

°2 Expanded Corn Mazes" Hay Tunnel"
"Petting Zoo" Tumble Tubes"
All Your Fall Decoration Needs!
www.LohrsFarm.com
10 miles North of Harrisonburg
1-81 Exit? 257
(Mauzy/ Broadway)

Just South on Rt. 11

NOW ACCEPTING rTHE JACard!!

Hours: Mon-Fri 4-6 Sat: 9-6 Sun: 1-6 (540)896.8798
J.

Haunted Cave

$5 Large Cheese or Pepperoni Pizzas!
All Day! Every Day!
No Need to Call Ahead!

Endless Caverns is turning into Endless
Haunted Cavemsl On the dates of
October 26th - 31st, we will transform our
beautiful caverns into a haunted cave!
Come join the fun and be
prepared to be scared! This is only for a
limited time, so don't miss out! Haunted
tours are scheduled from 600p.m. to
10:00p.m. Visit our website at
www.tndlesscavems.com for directons.

TRY OUR
DRIVE-THRU
WINDOW!

52 S. Carlton Street
(across from C (overleaf Shopping Center)

438-8080

110 per Ticket
For more Information caH 540*96-2283

Buy 1 get
1 mystic tan
FREE
New customers only, please May not be
com tuned with arty other coupon
Redeemable at aM H*rmonburg location*.

rossing
Looking For The Time
Of Your Life?
Ashby Crossing is
Where Life Begins!
Spaces are filling up quickly!
Hurry in and fill your application
out today!

I M ■•■-

-i li II '

J $ Money Monday's $
1
Tan in any bed for $5
We Have 3 Locations

Across Th* JMU Entrant*

H#rr iionbutg Crown?

UI8H4ls.de Ave
S404B7 9318

JISBuroniRoM
S4&4U-9M9

Come in and check
out our prize bowl!

I

Food lion Shopping Cfntri
1019 Port Republic Ro»d
S40-41)»»89

L—

i| Buy 10 Supers
Buy 1 month, get 1 month | and get 5 FREE
N

I This Thursday, Friday and Saturday

FREE!

I.

Fc at Customers May not be combined with any other coupon Redeemable at all
•■

■

I -|

.

||

For all Customers May not be
combined with any other coupon
Redeemable at all Harrisonburg Locations

JL ... E.P.W 10^1/07

China Express
Chinese Restaurant

First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor

A, B, C, D,
E, F, G, H,
I, J, K, L,

$395.00
$400.00
$405.00

1031 Port Republic Road

The Best Value Combo

next to Food Lion

Dishes come with
vegetable Lo Main
Spring Roll
8 Ox. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:

Free Delivery
Late Night
$10.00 Minimum - Limited Area

(540) 568- 9899

Wonton, Egg Drop, or Hot and Sour

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com

SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC17 Beef wtl Broccoi
SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24Seasame Chicken
SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken
Menu & Map found on

GoLcicikOn.com
iry our tner specials >/.4D

Only

<fi 95

Sun Thu until 1 am
&Fri Sat until ? ,ini

[7/
FREE Cheese Wonton (6)
2
Monthly Specials

I w/ the Purchase of 2 Super Combos]
or a Purchase $15 or more
[• must TOrw ite ad *ner ofdenpg 3BaHft aM
BI,„,

.

Editor: Ashley Hopkins
Editor: Koleigh Moher
Assistont Editor: Chloe Jeon Pork
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Horrrecciining is ^>ing to! ■ - the birthcla) party of tlie century.
"We reauy wanted to incorporate the centennial," said Homecoming
Student Director Senior Stefanie DiDomenico.
The birthday party theme will be seen throughout the week. On Monday
the annual banner judging will take place from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Banners committee co-chair senior l^c Brooks said that faculty. staff and students can judge and
vote on the banners submitted bv dubs, organizations, departments and residence
halls.
This year the banners subtheme is birthday card to Duke Dog to celebrate the
birthday party of the century," he said.
Banners will be hung from Godwin Hall for the remainder of Homecoming week,
according to Brooks.
"Students can be excited to see the creativity of cither students as we celebrate
JMlTs Centennial," he said, adding that this year the students' votes and judges'
evaluations will carry equal weight in determining the winner.
The party continues Wednesday night with "Sunset on the Quad" from 5 p.m. to
9 p.m. (tentative rain location in Wilson Hall).
'Sunset's actual theme will be 'beach party," said Sunset committee co-chair
senior Kathryn McAbee. "We are excited about enjoying one last bit of summer."
The JMU Steel Drum Band will perform at 4:30 p.m. before the opening
speech by SGA President lee Brooks at 5 p.m.. Other performances will include
the Dukettes, Madison Dance, Breakdance Club, Mozaic, Swing Dance Club and
acapcua groups.
"It's a great event to bring friends and a blanket to and just enjoy the entertainment," said Sunset committee co-chair senior Jessica Brooks.
Commons Day continues the birthday theme on Thursday with the subtheme
'Merry Unbirthday."
"We're throwing the entire campus an 'Unbirthday Party' complete with Pin the
Hat on the Duke Dog, a juggler, birthday cake walks and lots of carnival games,' said
Commons Day committee co-chair senior Brooke Nestor.
The celebration will extend beyond the commons this year.
"As JMU continues to expand we though it only appropriate that we make
the effort to include both the east and west sides of campus in Commons Day,"
Nestor said. "Not only will there be games and activities on the commons, but
well also be holding activities on the Festival lawn."
Nestor said students can expect comhole games. Plinko, balkxin darts,
liirthclay cake walks and more activities on the Festival side.
The name may not have changed from 'Commons Day,' but it is truly a
campus wide celebration." she said.
The celebration will take place from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. (tentative rain
location in Transitions). There will be food eating competitions and a
T-shirt swap where students can exchange any college T-shirt for a JMU
Homecoming shirt. All swapped T-shirts will be donated to charity, according
to Nestor,
later on Thursday MTVs Rock the Vote Campus Tour will be in the Festival
Ballroom. According the Homecoming Web site. Rock the Vote aims to inspire
young people to create positive social and political change in their lives and communities as well as to increase voter turnout. The event will begin at 8 p.m. and will
include a Real World Cast Member Presentation.
The Incentives Auction will take place in the lower drum of Festival at 9:30 p.m..
During Homecoming week partk'ipants will have the opportunity to win Duke Dog dollars redeemable at the auction. Incentives committee co-chair sophomore Marly Flores
1 said items being auctioned include a spring break trip from MTV to Mexico, a $50 gift
' certificate to Martin's and many more prizes.
"1 think it's really cool that | students) can get involved |in Homecoming] and get
something out of it." she said.
\
After the Incentives Auction there will be a Late Night Breakfast in the lower
\ drum of festival from 10 p.m. to midnight.
\
"It gives students an alternative activity on Thursday night." said late Night
Breakfast chair sophomore Megan Maguire.

Disney College
recruiting on campus
Ike Oisney College pro
gram will host an informa
lion session Monday night
•I 5 p.m. in Sonnai Hall.
o Disney College is recruiting
for semester long paid intern
ships at Wall Disney World
fat infarmition, contact
Ireity levy [liryMimu.
\s\
erfu) ar visit [www.iisniycol
'eoeprojrom torn)

Cllnlque comet to
campus today

JMU affiliated author*
to sign books on Sat.

UPB is hosting 0 (roe event
today in Transitions from II
a.m to 3 p.m.. A consultant
Item (Unique will he avail
able to onolyie skin and give
personal skin reports as wall as
giving away tree samples from
lehn 3 Step Shin (are System
Far more information visit
{htlp , upbimu edu) or contort
(a(0so7ar<a>rrnv »rfu)

John B NottsingetJr, Kenneth
r hVrrboW Jr ond lock K Wheeler
wi he signing copies of their tort
book "Understanding Hormlond
Security: Policy, Perspectives, and
Porodoxes' on Soturdoy from
I p m lo 3 p.m at Barnes and
Noble Booksellers in rrornscmburg
Crossing. There wil be another
signing on Fn. Od 26 from 3 to
4:30 pm at the JMU bookstore

—
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^
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—
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Festivities continue with pumpkin painting,
karaoke and food for $1 admission with proceeds
going to ZrTTA's philanthropy for breast cancer
research.
There's [going to bel a lot of school spirit there
and it's a great way to get involved with ZETA's philanthropy as well." Maguire said.
The groundbreaking ceremony for the
Performing Arts Center will take place at 4 p.m. on
Friday on the west side of Main Street across from the
Quad.
The Homecoming Parade will begin at 5 p.m. on
Friday and travel from Duke Drive to Bluestone Drive.
Homecoming parade committe chair sophomore
Amanda Zimmerman said the parade will last for about half
an hour and students can win candy. T-shirts, trinkets and JMU
gear.
The pep rally, co-sponsored by Student Ambassadors and the
Office of Alumni Relations, will take place immediately after the
parade. For the first time ever the pepraHywiO move from the commons to the Quad.
"With the added space students can expert added spirit," said
Student Ambassador President senior Dan Boxer. "We will have a
:JOO degree stage on the helicopter pad. Duke Dog, games, food, a DJ,
,
dance groups, athletic teams, Micky Matthews and a special birthday ■
finale extravaganza."
Boxer said the birthday party theme will be tied in to the pep rally
as well.
"Our theme is "You're invited - No RSVP needed." he said.
Senior Ronaldy Manunis, a member of the pep rally committee, is
excited about collaborating with the Office of Alumni Relations for the
first time. The Alumni Lawn Party will take place during the second
half of the pep rally.
"It's not just for students." he said. "Well be seeing alumni as
well at the pep rally, it's really historic."
Campbell said the Office of Alumni Relations wants to make
the pep rally a big event for all the students, alums and community members.
"We hope to get everyone up on the quad and get them
all pumped up and all excited to be a part of the JMU comiimiuts," he said.
Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon the alumni tailgate and
field festival will tike place on Godwin Field. The area is open
to .ill and will include Homecoming spirit items, a live DJ and
entertainment for all ages said Campbell.
TheHomecominggamewin begin at 12:05 p.m. at Bridgeforth
Stadium. The IXikes will he playing the University of Richmond.
The post-game field test, sponsored bv the Office of Alumni
Relations, begins at 3 p.m. on Godwin Field. Campbell said the band
"Everyone but Pete," from Northern Virginia featuring two alumns,
will perform and festivities from the tailgate will resume.
"Since the game ends so early this year we want folks to have something to do a'nd somewhere to go." Campbell said.
That evening from 6 to 8 p.m. I> 11.ill will host an alumni dinner.
Tickets are available in the Office of Alumni Relations at $8 for adults,
children $6 arc free.
f
The Student Duke Club will be hosting its first "Paint Harrisonburg ^^
Purple," contest during Homecoming week encouraging the campus and wjr^
community to decorate their dorms, apartments or houses purple. Kntry J9f
forms are available at purpleout.ctnih entries are due by Thursday at 5
p.m.. The grand prize winner will recieve sideline passes for the Homecoming
game, second place a Lltalia pizza party for ten and third place free smoothies
from Smoothie King for themselves and their roommates.
LMUMrx/x*«»

Disney Princesses
sparkle on Ice

World Peace Sculpture
on One-Day Exhibition

Disney On let is perform
jng Princess Classics, produced
by fild Entertainment ond
featuring Cinderella Josmine,
Aral, Sleeping Beauty, Bella,
Mulan ond Snow White at the
John Paul Jonas Arena Od. II
- 21 visit (www /onnpoi/f/one
wrcno torn) for more informolion or contort Sua Boles ot
(sbotojpjonaaOvirginiti etfir)

"Hemi Flora," a world
peace sculpture will ba displayed on the lawn of Schultz
Hall Sal for ana day. The SO
foot toll by 600 foot diameter
was (reeled by lou linolo,
professor amerilus at Weslern
Michigan University ond travels internationally. Admission
is fraa. For more information
contact (nrrnorfw/csTrt aoV)

O

Poet and novelist to
visit UMW
™KI WIIWITW r*** ■P*™ ntr
O
PHI JWHMM Mfftfi MR M 0!
f-D UMW Tuts to present her work
Boggotl's first novel, 'Girls Talk,"
became a national bestseller and
•as published in six publishing
houses overseas after being published in 2001 She will be reading in Combs Halt, room 139 at 5
p.m.. The event is free and opan
lo the public
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CENTER:Propssaltol»re^ns*mo^L BROOKS: New projects proposed
KNUR, hom front

to then binder them out of the country. When asked
whetta the federal government should be addressing
these issues instead of the state, Ransone pointed out
that the federal government is hesiiant HOBO it comes
;<> immigration.
'In light of them not doing anything. Virginia has
to get it done," she said.
Nevertheless, some .IMl' students were warv
"frtie plan] will lielp with ovvremwding but it
w mid probably raise taxes," senior Jessica limbaugh
-tM.

Similarly, (*n Tim M. Kaine(D) recently adopted
.» "go slow approach" regarding VS. immigration
and customs enforcement issues, meaning he has
remained hesitant to sign any agreements with the

agency allowing state police to enforce federal laws.
In wit the border between West Virginia and
Virginia that is the problem," Kaine said, in an interview with The Washington Post, "It is outrageous this
Issue keeps getting pushed off to the cities and counties and states."
A revised plan, proposed Tuesday, is designed to
give more money to the localities to expand or build
new jails. The new proposal will allow localities to
keep ail federal funds meant to finance the housing of
illegal immigrants, instead of being required to give a
share to the state. Local sheriffs will also receive up
to 50 instead of 25 percent of the cost of expanding or
building new jails.
The Crime Commission will consider the new proposal next month.

BROOKS, from front

SGA's immediate plan to reconnect with students
is through a public relations campaign. Posters will
be hung acnHS campus feahiring information aUnrt
senators and how to contact them.
This will be a way for people to see faces in the
SGA," Brooks said.
Brooks has immediately begun work on a pamphlet called "So you think this is a party school: 50
things to do at JMU besides drinking and partying,"
which was one of his main campaign platforms. He
asked SGA members at the meeting for help compiling ideas of things to do on and off campus
"Rather than saying 'don't drink' (»ffering alternatives is the best option," Brooks said

TRANSIT: Squeaking brakes scare students

'Discover your 7-(ome in TJarrisonfjurq

IWfifT.fram front
ready tor an update.

Freshman Chloe Paccary recalls
her scariest moment traveling in
one of the older buses up a steep
hill.
"Irtere were a lot of people on
the bus. so it was really crowded,"
she said. "We almost didn't make it
to the top."
Freshman Kristin McGregor

COI.DWKI 1
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C:OMMIR< IA1

715 Port Republic Road
llarrisonburg, VA 22801
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fluKf Gardens
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agnvd with bringing the buses up
to date.
Trie brakes are horrible," she
said. "You can definitely hear them
everywhere.*
But for some students, the
money could be better spent elsewhere.
"I've always used the bus, and
I've never had a problem." junior
Erin Stephenson said.

YOUR BRAIN ON
SHAKESPEARE

race street Afiartmenls

4 Bedrooms
Three floor* ol Hvmg tpace
«** ■ **t equajped Mcnao
and wasner.'dryer

He plans to have SGA membere talk to students during on and off campus activities to find out
what they enjoy. The pamphlet will include features
such as restaurants, skydiving and James Madison's
home. Brooks said this pamphlet correlates with I>r.
Linwood Rose's focus on alcohol awareness.
"My intention was originally for this to be for prospective students and their parents, but now I want it
.iviul.ibli' for students here too,n Brooks said.
Other projects for die year include putting the
Ride Board online in conjunction with Facebook.
and revitalizing the "Student of the Month" awards.
Students can receive nominations for the award hosed
on tlieir GPA, twtraiirricular invohvment and volunteer work.

/ Thursday Nights at ASC/ fir, ,k
! V Oct. & Nov., 2007/\>«
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Editor: Anno Young
opinion@thebreeze.org
(540) S68-3846

Letters to the Editor
We hove lo osk: why Brooks?
The people have spoken
and Lee Brooks is now our new
Student Body President, but 1
am asking, why? He had a fairly
comprehensive platform, but
are the issues that he stands
behind really "issues" at all?
Brooks boasts getting Starbucks
open on Sundays, and 1 suppose
that is important to some. In
his current platform, he wants
to spread JMU spirit and have a
T-shirt contest-two things you
expect to find on a platform for
high school student council
We are well-educated adults
and there are issues that are
more important than making
a neat little pamphlet. On the
opposing campaign, run by Ilk
Ghavami, the issues of environmental sustainability, campus
safety, drunk driving and the
honor code are his main points.
Environmental sustainability
is good for the health of our environment and in the long run, our
wallets too. Campus safety is important due to the gang presence
and increased traffic/pedestrian
flows in Harrisonburg and on
campus. Helping reduce drunk
driving is obviously beneficial to
all students and amending the
honor code is probably a good
idea considering the presidential
scandal that took place earlier
this semester.
Despite all of my grievances,
the decision has been made and
the fact remains that Lee Brooks
is JMU's new SGA president. Mr.
Brooks, please remember that 49
percent of the voters were concerned about the issues in your
opponent's campaign and that
in order to represent the student
body as a whole, you should also
take these into consideration.
Bill Polansky
senior, geographic science
Don't sweat the small stuff
Kathryn Manning's article
from Monday is an example of
a writer from The Breeze who
sweats the small stuff. Is there
really a need to write a half-page
article expressing dread over students "grilling" a professor over
the details of a future test?
Sure, it may be annoying to
those of whom actually go to
class and fully engage in the material. However, is it so annoying
that we need to start philosophizing about how study guides
are detrimental to our generation? I certainly don't think so.
I feel there's more disconcerting issues facing our generation than this. Just to throw one
out there: Why does JMU have a
far lower percentage of AfricanAmerican students than other
elite schools in this state? Now
there is an issue that bothers me.
And as far as this "maturity
memo" you are talking about, I
haven't gotten one yet. Unless
of course you are talking about
the golden rule of treating others
the way you want to be treated.
Would you be okay with someone looking down on you for
asking a professor what's on next
weeks test?
I find it hard to be angered by
a student that wants so badly to
get a good grade that they are feverishly asking questions before
test day, even if they are behind
because the pressures of young
adulthood may have contributed
to a missed class here and there.
Chill out and enjoy this beautiful
autumn weather.
Jordan Wilfong
senior, anthropology

Editorial Policies
Responses to all opinions
published in The Breeze
are welcomed and encouraged. Letters should be no
longer than 250 words,
must include your name,
academic year, major and
phone number for verification and can be e-mailed to
6reezcopinion@gmai7.com
or mailed MSC 6805 Gi,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Tfce
Breeze reserves the right to
edit all submission fonength
and grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the
opinion of the editorial board as
a whole, and is not necessarily
the opinion of any individual
staff member of The Breeze.
Editorial Board:
Mary Frances Czarsty,
editor in chief
Evan Dyson, managing editor
Anna Young, opinion editor
The opinions of this section do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff
or James Madison University,
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House Editorials

ESOL: English Supreme Over Languages? Move over tough guys,
As reported by CNN, St. Anne Catholic School
in Wichita, Kansas, has mandated that only English
can be spoken during the school day. Opponents
of the mandate argued that if their children want
to speak Spanish they should not be prohibited
from doing so. According to the report, the Catholic
diocese created the rule to handle behavior issues
in which some students thought others were talking
about them in a foreign language.
In a nation where such positive attention is
given to differing cultural values, the fact that measures such as this can exist is unacceptable. Many
school systems and colleges strive to create lingual
diversity by declaring foreign language requirements necessary to complete most degrees. How
can certain schools shun the idea of using diverse
languages in their buildings, while other schools
require that students learn other languages?
While the predominant language in America is
English, it is not uncommon to see signs in Spanish, Chinese, German or other languages as you
walk through certain cities-and no law or regulation should ever prevent the storeowners from
having that right. We are a nation founded on the
principle of freedom, so long as we do not negatively impact our neighbor in doing so. If businesses
encourage language diversity, then the educational
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foundations of our country should as well.
There is no harm in maintaining and passing
on a language stems from such deep historic roots.
America is a melting pot of cultures and it is narrow-minded and ineffective to think otherwise.
The diocese responsible for this decision
should seriously reconsider the mandate and we as
a nation should embrace different languages as a
right and not a burden.

America's pill-popping pandemic
A grave epidemic of a germ has created a damaging wake in our country that cannot be availed by
first-line antibiotics. The pathogen strain, called
MRSA that includes the staph bacterium, is a dangerous indicator that antibiotic-resistant infections are
becoming a widespread problem.
Usually MRSA can be healed with penicillin-like
medicines, but lately there have been cases that
the serious MRSA
' strain cannot be
conquered, accordi tng to an article by
The Washington
Post.
The Centers for
Disease Control and
Prevention and other
health institutions
who recognize the severity of this problem
are very concerned.
"We're increasingly

facing antibiotic-resistant forms of these very
common organisms," said Elizabeth A. Bancroft, a
medical epidemiologist at the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Health. Bancroft also pointed
out that MRSA is now much more common than
flesh-eating strep infections, bacterial pneumonia
and meningitis combined.
Not only is this infection becoming a pervasive problem, it also seems to be invincible when
combated with medicines that previously fought
it. We feel the main reason that MRSA and other
common infections are becoming antibiotic-resistant is because doctors and are not investing time to
help their patients find alternative ways to prevent
sicknesses so they won't have to prescribe as much
medication.
Physicians should encourage ill patients to live
a healthier lifestyle so they won't get sick in the first
place, and not simply take three minutes to check
and diagnose a patient. Doctors aren't fulfilling their
job if they write off patients as quickly as it takes
them to sign a prescription.

Hillary's here
Political aspirations come before
responsibility for senator
As could be seen in her recent ads featuring images
of 9/11—yes, a Democrat has stooped to that superficial
low now—Hillary Clinton is pulling out all the stops in her
effort to look "tough" in the upcoming election year. She
wants to win over those voters who doubt her toughness
because she is a woman.
I mean think about it. It plays well for a woman running for president. A woman seeking to win over the voters
who will make their decision based solely on the candidate's
sex because they're afraid a woman may be weak. I'm not
advocating that view at all, but lets be honest—we all know
there are plenty of people like that in America. She is taking
the opportunity to step out and appear harder than her male
democratic opponents who didn't feel it necessary to irresponsibly cast a vote in hopes of "seeming tough." Perhaps
it's smart politics, but does it make you feel safe?
Sen. Clinton voted last week to declare a segment of the
Iranian army a terrorist organization. The current Iranian
situation is one of the most delicate our foreign policy
has had to address in recent history. Earliest estimates
predict Iran will be capable of building a nuclear weapon
within two to three years, and the Bush administration has
already displayed its willingness to invade a nation that has
no weapons of mass destruction whatsoever.
The decisions made by the current administration concerning Iraq over the past three years should be evidence
enough for why Congress cannot create any loopholes that
would allow the president to take military action in Iran.

BATTLE OF THE SEXES
What do you think about Axe or Tag body spray?
It has been four years, ten
nonths and a handful of days
kince I last had a girlfriend. In
■those four years I have been
I rejected and have made a fool
of myself like the sun rises.
Ok, so what's my point?
ave tried nearly every trick in the
he "did it hurt when you fell from
- up line, to the classic "would you like
to gef flinch sometime?"
Here I am, openly admitting to the entire JMU
community that I am one of the top ten all-time
worst flirtatious people this university has ever had.
However in the four years, ten months and
handful of days since I last had a girlfriend I can
tell you one thing—one crystal-clear, definite fact
that I have learned.
Covering your entire body with the "seductive"
smell of All Nighter, Wildcard or First Move is one
of the most dim-witted moves guys could ever pull.
Yes, I am sick and tired of smelling normal.
Yes, I would like to attract beautiful girls all around
from a two-mile radius. And yes, who wouldn't
want to mud wrestle with should-be Playboy models in their own backyard?
When it comes down to it, these commercials
make us laugh, make us smile and some guys probably get a tingle in their body; but the truth is I'd
rather smear bacon grease on my face then drench
myself with Tag Body Spray.
When you drive by a dead skunk and that smell
lingers in your car for a good five miles no one
says, "Yes! Now I am frisky!"
When you realize you've left your milk open
for 24 hours, or that the mystery meat in your
fridge didn't get put away properly last semester,
gorgeous Jenna Jameson impersonators don't
tackle you.
No it doesn't happen, and it doesn't deserve
to happen to any man out there who is wearing
cologne that makes your eyes water from across
the street.
Watch the commercials and laugh, but take my
advice on this one. Guys are better off asking a girl,
"Are you accepting applications for your fan club?"
Sean Youngberg is a sophomore SMAD major.

What separated my co-ed
shman hallway more than
Jything was not the patrolling
jr the nerves of living next
floor to the opposite sex. Rather,
mmm
""^^ was the invisible wall of Axe
^V^tf Tag body spray that the guys
chose to nnthtin-crt'.iting a foul-smelling barrier
that hit us teMok-.s every time we ventured to the
"other side" fltfthr hall.
The sad Wng is, those bumbling, insecure
freshman guys actually thought that all females
were attracted to this potent scent. The sadder
thing is that not a lot has changed since freshman
year and I still run into many guys that apparently
were not born with the sense of smell.
Although 1 do think the male sex should be
responsible for taking a big whiff of themselves
before they step out into the world, they are not totally at fault here. A typical Axe or Tag body spray
or deodorant commercial makes males naively
believe that every time they rub or spray even the
slightest bit on, girls will rip off their clothes and
jump on the unaware male as he turns the corner.
If this were truly the case, that any female—
whether a doctor, teacher, or random girl on the
street—would willingly throw herself at any male
wearing said deodorant, it's clear as to why many
men think: The more I spray on myself, the better
chance I have of some sexual fantasy coming true."
What these delusional men seem to have are
just those—fantasies that are not likely to occur. Here's a little hint for men: the fact that you
believe that most girls will jump on top of you
because of the way you smell is not only offensive
to the female sex (we have brains, you know) but
also laughable, as the chances are high that we are
making a joke at the smelly males' expense every
time we see a Tag or Axe commercial.
I understand that some of you guys may be just
trying to smell nice, yet manly for girlfriends, possible love interests or the general public. On behalf
of all women and people who enjoy being able to
breathe without their nostrils burning, please, use
these products with caution.
Sarah Delia is a junior English and art history
major.

SARAH
DELIA,-

Submit Darts & Pats online tit thebreeze.org. or e-mail
submissions to breezedpfa hotmail.com. Darts A Pats
are submitted anonymously and are printed on a
space-available basis. Submissions are based
upon one person s opinion of a given situation, person or event, and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.
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Declaring that a segment of Iran's national army is a terrorist organization would give the president a huge loophole. The bill that allowed President Bush to invade Iraq
in 2002, which Sen. Clinton voted for, specified that there
was no authorization to invade any other nation. Declaring
a segment of Iran's state apparatus a terrorist organization
however, presents many possibilities for manipulation of
congressional guidelines.
It should be obvious to anyone observing the current
state of affairs that Iran is a threat to our national interests,
but in the conduct of international relations a nation must
confront such issues diplomatically. If a diplomatic course
is not going to be pursued, then the only other resolution
seems to be a military confrontation. Nations communicate
with one another through emissaries because the alterative
is a wait-and-see game of who makes an irresponsible and
unnecessary move first. Where the conflict goes from there
only Dick Cheney can know.
The fact that our executive branch has hardly spoken at
all to those nations harboring the most discontent towards
the United States, evidences either a failure of will to confront the problem diplomatically or a desire to forego all
talking points and act preemptively. The bottom line is that
our military is stretched to its breaking point and we spend
millions of dollars a day in our current conflict. Our veteran
hospitals are already overflowing with debilitating injuries
requiring long-term rehabilitation. Public support for the
war in Iraq has fallen off continually for nearly a year and
many in the political field attribute the recent majority reversal in Congress to be representative of a public discontent
with this president's conduction of the war on terror.
So why at such a crucial crossroads in our government's
future would our congressional leaders vote to give the
potential go-ahead to a president who obviously stopped
caring about his approval rating—or even his legacy for
that matter-a long, long time ago? Election season has
come early this year my friends—tune in.
Patrick Callahan is a senior political science major.

An^I-lcwe-flshes-cause-they're-so-delicious'"
pat to the dude at Mrs. Green's who was shoveling
goldfish into his take-out drink cup, but politely
provided me with a spoonful for my salad.
From a senior who will be using your savvy
idea to avoid making so many trips to the over
-priced vending machines.

A"so-what-if-it's-like-a-love-square?" pat to
my best friend and roomie who is now dating my
boyfriend's brother.
From your dearest friend who is very happy
for you and your new love interest, and looks
forward to spending time with the three most
important people in her life.

A "do-your-bags-need-to-sit-down?" dart
to everyone who rides the buses takes up another
seat with their personal belongings.
From a junior who gets annoyed when you
make people stand because you can't put your
stuff on top of your lap.

A "the- five-second -rule-doesn't-appry-here" dart
to the girl at Mrs. Greens who dropped the bread
tongs and placed them back on top of the bread.
From a disgusted sophomore girl who passed
up eating bread that day and probably won't eat
bread from Green's for a while.

A "you're-such-a-great-friend" pat to the girl
who yelled out of her car reminding her friend to be
sure to get her rash looked at at the Health Center.
From an amused sophomore who also want*
to make sure you get that looked at, and wants to
thank you for making her day.

A "glad-I-didn't-have-to-go-far" pat to the
nearby AMC movie theater for finally showing
'Across the Universe.'
From a big-time Beatles fan, who is excited
to go see this fabulous movie for her third time,
without having to travel too far.
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TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
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to one lucky person
wearing a James McHone Jewelry T-shirt
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College Station
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Madison Manor

Liberty Street

-4 bedrooms

■4 bedrooms

•3 bedrooms

-2 bedrooms

2 bolhs

2 baths

1.5 baths

-2 private boths

-furnished

-3 level (ondos

-nice bock polio

•fireplace

-located across from

-washer/dryer

-walk to campus

-pool & tennis court

-furnished

-water included

-on bus route

,J
Hunters Ridge
(ondos&Townhomes
-4 bedrooms
■I bolhs
-I-level
-lop floor units

Various Houses
The Deck House

Devon Lane

4-7 bedrooms

Townhomes

-older homes with

-1 & 2 bedroom

■3 bedrooms

many updates

apartments

-3 full bathrooms

-ALL located within

-water included

-3-story townhome

2 miles of campus

-short walk to campus

Prices start at §225 per bedroom. Individual and group leases available.

NOW RENTING FOR THE 2008-2009 SCHOOL YEAR!!
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Rocktown goes reggae
Wednesday nights provide live music alternative to hip-hop clubs
BYASHIEY HOPKINS

wn:ai wnfi

ASHinHOTOfi/^iphWrapW
Host Ronnie Brandon known m iRon Lion, erected The Rodrtown
Reggoe Band with hopes of getting more Icxd intern! in reggae music

Tired of the swarms ot hip-hop pa rtygocrsth.it
cram the streets of Ha rrisonburg every Thursd.ix
night? Rocktown is now offering an alternative.
Every Wednesday from 9 p.m.-i a.m. Rocktown features Reggae Nite, a showcase of national, regional and local touring bands and
live I)J mixes. Hosted by Ronnie Brandon, better known in the performance circuit as iRon
Lion, the night features a new band almost
every week. When a band is not available.
Rocktown s house band, the Rocktown Reggae
Band, performs.
. "You know it's good relaxing positive music,"
JMU alum Nick Liberty ('07), drummer for the
band said. "It's not the mainstream music, but
the thing about reggae is it's universal.'
Brandon is creator and lead singer of The
Rocktown Reggae Band. He started the group .it
the end of the summer .is ,IM1' students started
returning to campus in hopes of giving them an
alternative to the typical Thursday night out.

Hollywood legend
to perform tonight

"This is my brainchild.' Brandon said. "I
M.irtrd Reggae Nite."
Joined by Liberty, JMU alum Doug Mason on
guitar and Greg Ward on bass, Brandon hnrx-s
to pull in more people. Audiences have tnmn
rince lli»' band Itaitad performing and now total
around 50 people each week.
"It's an alternative tor hip-hop Thur-dav
partygoeis." DC said. "This is mure of an Mam!
Tropic laid back nbnoenhere,
While each night features the relaxing meloilifs of Hob Marley. his sons and other more
traditional reggae artists. Brandon also tains
to hip-hop fans. DJiug OUT live tracks. In- plays
Wu-Tang, Damian Marley and other dance hall/

coonriomhip-hop hits. Hbttva rap performances
also lend a hip-hop feel to tin night.
Brandon is not new to tin- spotlight. Before
starting the Rocktown Reggae Band he Opened
for such well-known reggae artists as Tin* Wallers
(of Bob Marley and the Wallers). Kek-a-mouse
and Yellowman. Ux-ally be has |>erlornied with
the Razor Posse in Richmond. In the future lie
ntd tint he hopes to record with Steven Marley,

IV hawnfe
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Mickey Rooney comes to the 'burg
BY MEGAN WIWAMS
o*t edi'or

Winner of a honorary Oscar, five Oscar nominations.
one Kmniy Award and two Golden Globes. Mickey Rooney
is a legend, and on Thursday night he will be performing at
Wilson Hall. Rooney and his wife Jan are touring the country'
with their new show. "Let's Put On a Show."
Rooney began acting at age three and has been in the
business for the past 80 years. His career experience is
vast; he's worked with such actors and actresses as Judy
Garland. Marilyn Monroe and Tracy Spencer. In 1983 he
was awarded the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences highest award, an honorary Oscar, given to such legends as Charlie Chaplin, Gary Cooper and Deborah Kerr.
He's been described as "the single l>est film actor America
ever produced" by fellow actor Laurence Olivier.
Rooney is an actor, survivor and inventor, and he is back
at it again with a new show feahiring himself and his wife. The
show is a collage of duets, stories and humor. Rooney shares
his Ime, losses and dreams in the form ol musical anecdotal
Between Rooney's story segments, Jan will sing some
old-time standards.
To hear legend Rooney relieve his experiences from
the Golden Age of Hollywood, come to Wilson Hall tonight at 7:3° p.m.. Tickets are $12, S23 and S25 and can
IK- purchased at the Masterpiece Season Box office in Harrison Hall.

'Night' brings back
classic mob thriller

one ol Bob Marie) s live suns
Within the next year Reggae Nite will be providing audiences with more than just music. The
night is set to feature open mike nights and freestvle rap competitions. Rocktown will also host a
performance by Soldiers of Jah Army (SOJA), on
Nov. 7. Brandon expects anywhere from 350 to
400 people to attend
"We got the whole shebang," he said.
And it's not stopping yet — Brandon plans to
continue Reggae Nite all through the school year
and next summer.
"We re going to do this all summer for the
people in summer school." he said.
So far students seem excited about the weekly
event.
Sophomore Klliot Jones, who often comes out
on Wednesdays, plans to continue.
"It's usually pretty awesome," he said. "It's
chill ."
Shows arc only open to those 21 and up. There
ll typical!) a Sieov.'rchargeatthedoor.although
some shows vary. For more information, check
out myspace.com/reggaenite.

Dorkwood Manor
' Take 81 North to New
Market.
' Gat on 211 [. owmoun- |
loin to Luray

Luroy's DarkWood Manor invites guests to explore its grounds - if they dare
IY WILL FAWIEY and KELLY f ISHER
contributing writer ond oSe editor

As the fall dusk turned into night. a line of
1 ontinued togrow outside DarkWood
Manor. A charismatic man hidden behind
0 clown mask greeted the visitors as other
maafced figures lurked about the grounds.
waiting to terrify unsuspecting guests.
Such is the case at DarkWood Manor,
Luray's own haunted house. Louis Brown, a
graduate of Bridgewoter College, developed
the spooky attraction in 2001. Having created all original characters tor the house in
hopes of presenting a unique, compelling adventure, Brown's creation is different from
the standard haunted house. Through the attraction. he raises money tor charity, collect
ing over $8,000 over the past seven years.
DarkWood Manor features a new interact i\ e story each year. The story for this year
is "Killcrop: legend of the Iron Coffins." The
DOOM is open every weekend in October, in-

cluding Halloween.
Bock at the haunted house, a woman dressed
Victorian attire greeted UKI group and led them
into the house. Once inside, an ominous old
man provided direction through the entrance.
The first room consisted of a pitch-black
labyrinth of tight, claustrophobic corridors.
It took a while for quests to feel then nay
through the darkness and eventualK find the
way out of the maze.
"For a tight space, it was designed very
well." said senior Jessi Lewis after going
through the maze "The entry way was to
dark. It really crre|>ed me out."
As the group continued through the
house, it became evident thai the entire
house was a series <if ominous hallways, each
full of grotesque figures waiting to MirpriM
anyone who passed.
Ooe Interesting aspect <>t the experience is
that there was a continuous plot line as visitors
journeyed through the house. In each room a
character waited to further the plot as well as
the journey.

' Take first nit off 711
onto 711 BUS/Main St.
' Slay on Main Si. until

There are 14 dif- you coma to Hawksbill St.
ferent
professional ' Take loft onto N Howkv
quatit) propsthrough- bill and 00k for signs.
out the house, including everything from darkwoodmonorM
a typical run-down
haunted house to a
cavernous coffin. Of the 14 sets. Brown tries fj
change out at least five or six
Along the way through the hou
woman provided the group a key that was 4
sential to escaping. As they walked throupj
a particularly dark hallway, the visitors at>~
rived in a room full of macabre dolls and a
>;irl silting on a filthy, broken bed. As she
was bidding j>eople to leave, one of the dolls
sprang to life and stole the key. Luckily, everyone made it out of the house through a secret door leading to a cave. Through the cave
the group was able to make an escape.
After escaping, the guests were suddenly
out of the ghastly world of DarkWood Man
and back in the dark, quiet night of <
town Luray.

Wahlberg, Phoenix add suspense
lYBItinAMY WILSON
contributing writer

[trugs. guns, Russian mobsters and revenge. What a

combination.
" WV (Iwn the Night," is a typical recipe for a suspenscful crime drama, taking place in New York in (lie late '80s
when the disco party scene was alive
and well .ioamiin Phoenix, making
We Own the his first film since his Oscar-nominated
Mjnhf
|K-rformance in "Walk the Line," plays
Bobby Green. Green turns his back on
»*»
his family after becoming a manager
of
a popular Russian-owned nightclub
Starring M.irk
instead of joining the police academy.
UalllkTjt,
.In.HjiiiTi I'hiH'im
His brother Joseph Grusinsky, (played
by Mark Wahlberg, "Shooter"), on the
other hand, followed his family s wishes
and works alongside his father, (played by Robert Duvall,
"I-ucky You"), a New York cop.
The New York City narcotics unit, lead by Grusinsky,
raid < n en s cocaine-in tested nightclub in hopes of taking
down a big-time Russian drug dealer. However, the raid
was unsuccessful and only infuriated the mobster lnaiHn|
to I series of violent acts. After the raid Green gets caught
in between his obligation to his family and the pressure
from the Russian ring leader Vadim Nezhinski (played by
Alex Veadov, "Neighborhood Watch,") to circulate drugs
in Ins nightclub. Green, seeing that his family is at risk,
begins to work for the cops to keep his brother Joseph and
I NIGHT par 8

out
on the
town
What's happening
in the 'burg

FRIDAY: Mia Jones and
No Luv at The Pub

SATURDAY:
Parade of Champions

Mia Jones and No Luv are a hardhitting country band with a dynamic, original sound. Amidst
countless bar circuits and county fair appearances, they haveshared the stage with many
maior touring acts including
Sugarland, Little Big Town
and Jason Aldean. They will
be performing at The Pub at
9:30 p.m.

'our high-school bands from four states are
expected to participate in the Parade of Champions, the annual marching band competition sponsored by the JMU's
Marching Royal Dukes. Gates open
at 8:30 am. for the all-day competiuon.The Marching Royal Dukes will
perform at approximately 3:45 pm.
and 9:30 pm. All-day admission is
$7 for adults and $4 for senior citizens and students.

MONDAY:
Maximize Your Buzz
I
I

Joe UrbansKi ot Collegiate
Empowerment Inc. presents
a high-energy informative pro, , gram that presents the mesf ~\ sage: "Discover why alcohol is
not about dnnking: it's about
who you are.'The event is sponsored by the University Health Center
and UPB The event will take place at
7 30 pm m Ballroom A at The Festival
Conference and Student Center.

SAWHILL
GALLERY
"Duration: School of Art
and Art History Faculty and
Faculty Emeriti Exhibition" is part
of JMU's Centennial Celebration.
The exhibit serves as a testament to the careers artists and
scholars spend teaching generations of students The homecoming reception is on Oct 26 from
5-7 p.m..
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NIGHT: Acting makes up for plot Enon album delivers to patient fans
NIGHT trom/

his father out of harm's way. After one inside job for the police.
Green is uncovered by the Russian mobsters at a secret drug
warehouse and chaos ensues.
Bobby and his girlfriend, (played
by Eva Mendes from "Ghost Rider"), find themselves in danger
of being killed In the IggraNta
Russians.
The plot and dialogue
seemed borderline typical in
this crime drama. I couldn't
help but think it was an okay
version of "The Departed*
- maybe because Wahlberg
made another appearance as

a strait-laced city cop. Despite
the somewhat typical storyline,
writer/director James Grey did
a great job keeping the story
suspenseful. Kven though a
version of this story may have
been done before, it's hard to
predict what exactly will happen next. After the extreme
scene of the drug warehouse
raid, I was on the edge of my
seat wondering what the intense Russian mobster would
do next.
This was Grey's second
time working with both Wahlberg and Phoenix. If anything,
the performances by the CMl

made the fairly typical movie
plot much more interesting.
Eva Mendes gave a great performance as Green's girlfriend
Amada. This role was more serious than previous roles she's
played, such as "Ghost Rider"
and 'Hitch." As usual, Pheonix
gave a riveting performance and
conveyed depth and intensity as
Green to yo.
Altogether "We Own the
Night" was a decent suspenseful crime drama that might have
the audience yawning in the first
half an hour but will haw them
on the edge of its seat through
the rest.

BY MARK GREEN
MylMtnkon

haunting dimension that helps distinguish the
band's sound. Most impressive is when founding member John Schmcrsal and Yasadu share
vocal duties on songs like "Mr. Ratatatatat* 01
"Colette."
Enon masters the art of the tempo change on
this record, stopping three quarters of the way
through songs like the pounding "Collcttc" to take
a breath on some bars of ambient music only t<
go back into more rock action. Weird noises and
electronic influences frequent the album and help
blur the genre boundaries. 1 don't know whcthei
to tell you if Enon is an electronic dance or punk
rock band because they sound just as good doin f
the two. Enon is far too dense and heavily laden
with great elements to take in at first glance, but
kind things await those who give this album repeated listens.

LINCOLN. N*b. - Knon released their first
three albums in three years, so they certainly took
their time crafting their first release since 2003's
Hocus Pocus. Although not as agonizing as waiting for a new Radiohead album. Grass Geysers...
Carbon Clouds was well worth the wait. It delivers all the classic Enon energy' that starts with tapping your feet and ends with you kicking your leg
like a dying frog.
Hailing from Brooklyn, you could try and
classify Enon as an art-punk band, especially
considering their recent appearances on Les
Savy Fav's last album, but you'd be wasting
words. Throughout the album, there's a pulsing
punk-rock vibe, and the frequent use of Toko
Yasuda's vocals adds a beautiful and sometimes

5
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FEATURED ITEM
PURPLE HOODED
PULLOVER SWEATSHIRT

$14.95

Makeup
Wigs
Masks
Beards
Glasses
Hats
Teeth
Wings
Costumes
Pimp Jewelry

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST)

DANIELS IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
NEW LOCATION:

227 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg
434-8272
9:30-5:00
Monday
thru
Saturday

GOOJ

UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD (NKXTTOCOSTCO)

T-SHIRTS • SWEATSHIRTS • GREEK LETTERS
EMBROIDERY • PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS
OFFICIALLY LICENSED

JMU

PRINTER

SKYDIVE 0RANGE.COM
Don't worry if

WET YOU.

Come by and Pick Up Your...

Dark Wood Manor...
...Discount Coupons

LI-877-348-375?
\

Bel
X.

**
*•

without the germs.

Nearly 22.000,000
school days are lost
annually due to the
common cold.

CLEAN YOUR
KEYBOARD.
http://www.jmu.edu/healthctr/

(

Become a leader by combining your nursing education with Army ROTC and graduate with the skills ol a nurse and the respect
ot an Army Officer for details about Army Nurse Scholarships and career opportunities contact your local Army ROIC ollire

Full-tuition scholarships for Nursing students! Serve as an Army Nurse caring tor American heroes & their families.
For more information call 540-568-3633 or email kiplinle@jmu.edu
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Under Review

Madison turning things around

MATTHEW MCGOVERN, assistant sports editor

Making Adjustments

Dukes earn first CAA victory,
aim for second against Hofstra

James Madison lost 10 starters to graduation
this year, but coach Mickey Matthews has created
a program that passes the rebuilding phase and
reloads instead. Madison reached its bye week
undefeated against conference opponents
and controls its destiny down the stretch for
a second straight year.
The Dukes (6-1 overall, 4-0 in the Colonial
Athletic Association) are at the point where
playoff speculation begins Eight wins is the
benchmark number for playoff eligibility in the
Football Championship Subdivision, but the
national scene is shifting.
"There appears to be eight, nine, or 10 teams
that are very consistent, and after that it's really
shaky," Matthews said. "This may be the year a
7-4 team gets in somewhere."
In spite of rampant injuries, Madison is one
of those consistent, top-10 teams. The eighthranked Dukes have four games left and look
poised to get nine wins for the second season
in a row. The question is: can they earn a top-4
playoff seed and the home-field advantage that
comes along with it?
With the fourth-ranked total offense in
the Colonial Athletic Association and the
third-ranked rushing offense, Madison has
thwarted opponents with its new offensive
scheme.
Quarterback
Rodney Landers directs
a potent and versatile option attack that has plodded on despite the loss of
big-play threat Eugene
Holloman.
"We're not going as fast
as we'd like to go as far as
the tempo, and we're going
to use the off week to improve that," JMU offensive
MCGOVERN
coordinator Jeff Durden said.
"As far as putting ourselves in the best situation
I think we've done OK."
Durden refers to audible plays that help
Madison exploit opposing defenses. As the
leader of this system, Landers has rushed for a
team-leading seven touchdowns and leads the
Colonial Athletic Association in pass efficiency.
However, the team has stuck with a run-heavy
attack, even with Holloman out for the year.
"One of the things we pride ourselves on is
being efficient," running backs coach Ulrich Edmonds said. "We want to always stay ahead of
the chains [by rushing)."
With his 95-yard rushing effort against
Rhode Island, redshirt freshman tailback Griff
Yancey became the third-leading rusher for JMU
behind Landers and senior tailback Antoinne
Bolton. The converted wide receiver also notched
his second rushing touchdown of the season, but
trails four JMU players in that category.
JMU enters the bye week reeling and
weary after scraping by two teams with no
conference wins between them. The unique
challenges presented by road games at Northeastern and Rhode Island were multiplied by
injuries, and victories over the CAA rivals did
not come easily.
"After the Villanova game, we really were
a beat up team," Matthews said. "A lot of the
kids have been playing hurt for two weeks.
We definitely have some guys that could use
a week off*
The Villanova game was a 35-7 victory, and
the only time Madison has held an opponent to
less than 10 points in 2007. However, injuries
have takc*n their toll, and allowing 27jmints at
Rhode Island last week was the most Madison
has allowed all season.
"We've got a couple young guys playing
at three or four positions that just need game
time to continue to get better," defensive coordinator George Barlow said. "As the year goes
on we'll get better as a defense as we get young
guys seeing things a little better."
While Madison's young guys get experience,
key veterans are dealing with injuries. Senior
safety Tony LeZotte had surgery on his left
wrist Monday at the University of Virginia
medical center, and is sitting out practice
this week. Senior defensive end Hassan
Abdul-Wahid dislocated his knee against
Rhode Island, and his status is questionable
for the Richmond game.

BY JACK MCAULEY
staff wriHr

Looking for Us fourth Colonial Athletic
Association championship in as many years,
the Hofstra University Pride will visit the JMU
men's soccer team Friday night at 7 p.m. at the
JMU Soccer Complex.
The Pride (3-6-2 overall, 2-2 in the CAA)
enters the game after two straight victories
against Georgia State and UNC-Wilmington.
Madison looks to establish momentum coming
off a road trip split including its first conferi-nee
victory at William and Mary before losing at Old
Dominion.
"It's not going to be easy. They are going to
kick us and we are just going to need to play
hard and stay focused," junior captain Nick
Zimmerman said.
Hofstra is led by senior midfielder Chris
Cox, a two-time All-CAA player and 2007 preseason All-CAA. and junior defender Corey
Gudmundson, was also selected for the 2007
preseason team. Although the tandem's combined offensive numbers
equal only one goal and
one assist in the first eleven
matches, it is on defense
where their forte lies. As a
team, the Pride allows an
average of 1.22 goals per
"We are going to have
to be able to penetrate
and we are going to have
to get some chances and Sapong
that is always hard against
Hofstra," JMU Coach Tom Martin said.
Getting chances has not been a problem so
far this season for the Dukes (2-7-2,1-3) as the
team averages 10.8 shots per game. Madison
has struggled to finish its chances, scoring less
than one goal a game. Freshman forward C.J.
Sapong has been a leader in the attacking third
for JMU and has three goals this season, tying
him for the team lead with junior forward Kyle
Morsink.
"I think (the new players] have been great.
C.J. has done well for us up top," Zimmerman
said. The freshmen who have come off the
bench and the newcomers have given us a lift
and given us confidence going into these bigger
games at the end of the season."
Defensively, the Dukes face a tough and
skilled offensive attack frum Hofstra led by
freshman forward Johannes Grahn and senior
midfielder and forward Ray Hassett. The two
players have combined for 10 of the Pride's
12 goals scored this season, eight of those by
Grahn, who is tied for the CAA lead in goals.

UTON STRUT, fik eh*
tto*«Hi jiHiw mdhsldV Nick Zimmerman (center) « yrond 01 me learn with two goals. He leads the team with ?8 shots

"We cannot get into a shootout with them."
Martin said. "We have to obviously be aware of
their most dangerous players. We don't want to
give them many free chances at goal or we're in
trouble."
Madison will continue to rely heavily on
freshman goalkeeper Ken Manahan who continues to improve as the season goes on. Along
with a tough defense led by senior defender
Jesse Baust, Manahan has held opponents to

just 1.24 goals per game as JMU has lost only
one game by more than a single goal.
A solid defense with an improving offense
could be the perfect formula for the Dukes
entering a crucial weekend, which also includes
a 2 p.m. Sunday match against Northeastern.
"Hofstra will be very good." Martin said.
"We will have to have our 'A' game no question
about it for both games. But we are looking forward to the challenge."

Volleyball aims for third straight win
BY WtS SHAW
staff writer

After a three-match in-confcrcncc losing streak, JMU volleyball has
won two straight matches and nine of 14 following a three-game sweep
of Howard on Tuesday night. The Dukes hit .339 as a team, their secondbest hitting performance of the season.
Senior Allyson Halls had 16 kills and junior Lauren Miles had 43
assists and just one error to lead the victory. JMU improved to 12-8 as a
team while the Bison fell to a dismal 4-20.
The Dukes were in command overall, but lacked focus in the first
game. A combined 16 errors allowed Howard to gain easy points and
momentum. JMU won 30-26 despite a lack of intensity.
"We had to sharpen up" between games one and two. Coach Disa
Garner said. "A lot of times when you play a team that you're a little bit
better than and when the game is not as fast-paced as you're used to, it's
really hard to stay focused and to execute the way you want to execute.
We just played sloppy."
In the second game the Dukes began to put consistent play
together. They rattled off eight straight points to go up 8-1 early and
then scored 12 of the game's next 17 points, mounting a 20-6 lead.
During the stretch Madison received kills from five different players

and only committed one error, as everyone on the floor contributed
to the effort.
"We had to make sure that we played at our level no matter what the
competition was on the other side, which actually can be more difficult,"
freshman IJndsay Callahan said. "We just had to be disciplined and not
lake them for granted, because we could have totally fallen apart."
Ideally for the Dukes, this match was just a momentum builder before
its two conference matches this weekend. They face VCU and William
and Mary at home on Friday and Saturday, respectively. The contests this
weekend will set the tone for the remainder of the season.
"We have two very important matches that can still keep us at the
top (of the CAA], because right now the whole conference is messed up."
Callahan said.
JMU will finish its regular season with eight consecutive CAA matches,
beginning Friday. It has opportunities for revenge with matches against
Hofstra and Delaware in the final weeks, two teams it lost to during its
three-match slide. Prior to its losing streak, Madison won four straight
mutches and was undefeated in the CAA.
"We played three good teams and we had a really tough road trip,"
Garner said. "When we went we were just making a lot of unforced errors.
We changed up our lineup and that really limited the number of errors
that were being made, and we've played well ever since."
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FOOTBALL: Rebuilding not
an issue for football program

Test drive our hybrid major.

c?^un%,

?TSC^

www.jmu.edu/tsc

I00TU1L. from pta. 9
While lln Dukes have raced
challenges defensively,
they
still have the third-ranked total
defense in the CAA. However,
recent struggles have included
stopping the run. which is reflected by Madison's rank of six
in CAA rushing defense.
"We gotta get some of the
younger guys ready to fill in for
the number or snaps [AbdulWahid] has been getting," Barlow said.
Madison welcomes its bye

week in preparation for a
Homecoming showdown with
Richmond (4-2, 2-1) on Oct. 27.
Revenge will be a factor, as the
No. 18-ranked Spiders upset
Madison 18-15 in JMU's 2005
Homecoming game. The Spiders' second-ranked CAA total
offense will present a tougher
challenge than any Madison
has seen in recent weeks.
Matthew McGovern is a jwtinr
SMAD major with a concentration
in corporate communication.

football < hamplonship SaMmMon
Tup 20 (Ike Sports Network)
I Northern Iowa Panthers
2. North Dakou Suit Bison
3 Montana Gnzzlies
4. Massachusetts Minutenwn
,S Appalachian Slate Mountaineer*
6 McNeese Slate Cowboy}
7 Wofford Terriers
8 James Madison Dukes
I Southern Illinois Saluki10. Hofstra Pride
II New Hampshire V. 1!
12. Youngstown State Penguins
IV Nfcfeofll Stale Colonels
14 Delaware Blue Hens
1$. Delaware State Hornets
16 Yale Bulldogs
17. Western Illinois Leathernecks
18. Richmond Spiders
19. Cal Poly Mustangs
20. Montana Slate Bobcats

Cold Study

Do you have Asthma?
Volunteers (ages 1810 40 years old) are needed
for a study about asthma and the common cold
The ultimate goal is to improve asihma care
Screening will involve 2 outpatient vislls. To
quality you must have asthma and not smoke
Volunteers will be reimbursed $40 00 for each
screening visil Based on the results, those who
qualify can enroll in a 7-week study aboui asihma

ACr Style

and lhe common cold wilh reimbursement
up to S12 W A 4-day hotel slay will be
required dunng lhe 7-wcck study

For men W—KH and «J——,

UVA Asthma and Allergic
Diseases Center
«3«-*a>-e«2i
IBB-HSR .12656 and 13236

UNIVERSITY
II ^VIRGINIA
111 iAi.Ttt SYSTEM

^<_/1 Day Spa
Sp 6i Salon
relaxation awaits you!

www.uvahoalttl.com

The one & only

Anthony's Campus Pizza
Pickup or Delivery Specials
(540) 432-0200
1762 South Main Street
minimum delivery $8.50

LoveYi

!y**R*F£#

.Delivery Specials.

X-Large Cheese Pizza $5.99
, X-Large 1 Topping Pizza $6.99 ]
, X-Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99 ,

Large Cheese Pizza $5.99
, Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99
, Large 3 Topping Pizza $8.99

- specializing in color and toil
- body waxing
manicure and pedicure
- defined haircut
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PRBSBNTS...

oesienmo DRIVER meK

OCT 22-28

VISIT THB FOLLOW/NO LOCATIONS THIS WBBK, IDENTIFY YOURSBLF AS THB DBSI6NATBD DRMR AND Receive A FRee COP
AND NON ALCH0H0LIC DRINKS SUCH AS SODA, TeA AND LBMONADB. PARTICIPATE LOCATIONS: DAVe'S DOWNTOWN, THB
ARTFUL D0D6BR, BUFFALO WILD WIN6S, FINNI6AN'S COVe, HAM'S AND THe PUB.

IT'S & O'CLOCK S0MemR£ FAIR OCT a b-7 PM

FtSWAL BALLROOM fOYZR

PASSPORT BVBNT! THIS INFORMATIVB FAIR KICKS OFF ALCOHOL AWARBNBSS MBK AND FBATURBS ON AND OFF CAMPUS
OFFICBS, STUDBNT 6R0UPS, AND OUTRBACH AND BDUCATIONAL PR06RAMS.

HOW TO MAXIMIZE YOUR BUZZ! OCT 22 m m
FeSTIVAL BALLROOM

PASSPORT eVBNT! COMB HeAR A HI6H BNBR6Y PRBSBNTATION, BXPBRIBNCB THB MOV/BS,
MUSIC AND INTBRACTION WITH LAU6HTBR AND FRBB PRIZBS.

^9>

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
UHC OFFICe OF HeALTH PROMOTION
UNIVeRSITY PROGRAM BOARD
FRATCRNIT/ 6 S0R0RITV UFt
C.C.A.A.
WWW.JMU.eOU/HeAL THCTR

otfc

www.thebreeze.org
Thursiky, October 18,2007

|(For Rent)|
I REN IAIN FOR 2008 THRU 2009
12. J. 4, 5.6 bedroom townhouscs and
| IUHIXS for rent Groups only Walking
I distance lo JMII Local owner Call
1(540)828-0464
10 BEDROOM. 1
BATHROOM
HOUSE available July 08 Includes 2
refrigerators. 2 stoves and private entrance. Unfurnished Large bedrooms
and yard. 9 miles to campus Group
lease. $3000 month 828-0464

ATTENTION

ALL

DJ'S

- Disc
Jockey needed
for local club Please submit resume to
VAMIXMASTERS'aX'OMt AST NET
INTERNS NEEDED from the School of
Media Arts & Design Graphic Design,
Web Development, and Digital Video
( must have completed or enrolled in
SMAD 302 and 303 for the digital video
position) send cv wondiamfugmail.com

The Ureeze
is Hiring!

i Services)
www.jobLink.jmu.edu

FEMALE SUBLET NEEDED for 3rd
floor Commons apartment. Available
nid Dec 07 through Aug. 08. $389
includes ALL utilities (5401460-3426
ONE ROOMMAIE II) SHARE Spacious. Quiet House near JMU/EMU/
FLT Private bedroom plus living area.
S425/momh No pets/smoking Available ASAPfNovember. 433-7285
STONEOATE APT Avail Dec
Mf- Rent Neg (757)811-0046

2007!

[For Sale)
FOR SALE' UiiuNsutten Kcsotl. Eagle
Trace time share, floating RED week
$2k OBO Details: tingbertWieee org
The Puppy Pocket is a new design lo
help keep our litlle lap companions
warm and cozy A fleece pocket with a
fleece blanket attached
FUN CLOTHES! Great Stuff* We're
near you' TRIED & TRUE. 600-B
I rmmity Blvd (540) 442-7250 (540)
442-7250

Help Wanted)
RESPONSIVE
MANAGEMENT
(www rcsponsivemanagement.com). a
wildlife/ natural resource research firm
is hiring polite, professional, reliable
telephone interviewers (M) SAI IS)
* Part-time evening hours, Sunday-Saturday; schedule varies based on project.
Apply at' 130 FranUin Street
(540)432-1888
IBARTENDINO! J250/ Day Polenli.il
No Experience Necessary Training
Available (8O0)«65-6520 XT212
WAITRESS NEEDED Apply in person
at Jcsa's Lunch downtown after 5 p.m

'

LEARN TO BARTEND job placement
payment plans jiggersbartcndingschool
■riholmail com (M0)67|.|202

ENTREPRENEUR'S WANTED - Are
you ready !o make some $$S$'.' Direct
sale* of video email program Work
your own hours. For more information visit wwwvideoemajlwavecom or
email steve'u videoemailwave.com

( Travel)

^mmSSOBSS^.
m mi COMMON
010

rkeefer(fl keefercard.com

www.keefercard.com

•SfcjBaa,

Do you know about

SKYDIVE! One Day First Jump from
13.500' GIFT (T RIIIK All S' Complete information is on www.skydivcorange com (540) 943-6587
SPRING BREAK 2008 Sell Trips. Earn
Cash and Go Free Call for group discounts Best deals guaranteed' Info/
Reservations 800-64JU849 wuu ststravcl.com

Wake *n Bake
Spring Break 'OS
•rajauMBB •
small tr»Hp
* Trawl fr—t

■«'<"i> a »•»•
Irw ■Malt

www. %u nspl.ishtours.com
1 .800.4)6./ / IO

One of the nation's most respected catalog and Internet retailers,
Crutchfield is famous for its remarkable customer service.
Headquarters are in Charlottesville, but there's a Crutchfield
store right here in Hanisonburg.
Home and car electronics
from top brands like Sony, Denon, Panasonic, Polk Audio,

JMU Spring Break!
4 & 7 night trips. Low prices guaranteed Group discounts for 8' Book 20j
people, get 3 free trips' Campus rep1
needed
www.StudenlCity com Of
800-29t-l44<

Boston Acoustics, Samsung, Toshiba, Alpine, Rockford Fosgate,
Canon, Nikon and many more. Too see it all, visit crutchfield.com.
For a thrilling demonstration, come in to our store.

THE BREEZE WANTS
TO WISH EVERYONE
A SAFE & FUN FALL
BREAK!

Harrisonburg
location

BE SURE TO CATCH
US NEXT THURSDAY
FOR THE
HOMECOMINC
ISSUE!

China
Study Abroad
Slimmer 2008

CRUTCHFIELD
Harrisonburg: Cloverleaf Shopping Center. 109 S. Cartton St. ■ (540) 434-1000

birthdaY

, ■ L ^i

Choose from these four programs:
1. Exploring Layers of China (5 weeks)
• 2. Chinese Culture Studies (7 weeks)
3. Chinese Business Studies Minor (11 weeks)
4. COB300 in China (11 weeks)
Enjoy China's natural beauty and learn about its history,
culture, geography, economy, and business opportunities!

Application Deadline: November 15th

MONDAY. ICTOBEI22
9 am-5 pm - Banner Contest, Transitions
6-7 pm - "It's Five O'Clock Somewhere" Fair. Festival Ballroom Foyer
7:30 pm - "How to Maximize Your Buzz," Festival Ballroom
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER ?4
5-9 pm - Sunset on the Quad, Quad (Rain location Wilson Hall)
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 25
11 am-2 pm - Commons Day, The Commons [Ram location: Transitions)
8 pm - MTV's Rock the Vote, Festival
9:30 pm - Incentives Auction, Festival (Lower Drum)
10 pm-12 am - Late Night Breakfast, Festival

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 26
8:30 am - Alumni Golf Tournament, Lakeview Golf Course
5 pm - Annual Homecoming Parade, Duke Drive
6-8 pm - Pep Rally & Alumni Lawn Party, The Quad

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27
8 am -12th Annual Dukes Family 5K Walk/Run & Youth 1K, UREC
10 am - Alumni Tailgate and Field Festival, Godwin Field
10 am - Duke Club Tailgates, Godwin and Hanson Fields
12:05 pm - JMU vs University of Richmond Football Game, Bridgeforth Stadium
3 pm - Postgame Field Festival, Godwin Field
3:30 pm - Contemporary Gospel Singers Concert, Grafton Stovall
8 pm - Homecoming Step Show. Wilson Hall

www.jmu.edu/homecoming
£.,

11
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SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

SUPER CROSSWORD
STROKES OF GENIUS
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Somstfung's happening to Dun
rt't confuting. It'* awkward ll» family

DAN
REAL LIFE

ACROSS
I In addition
5 Throw oul
10 Spoil
13 Deadly
18 Soprano Mitchell
20 Country home
21 -trip
22 Actress Eleniak
23 Stan of a remark by Kirk
Kirkpunck
25 Of interest lo Byrd
27 -The Woman ■" (84 film)
28 Football's Luckman
29 Beg
30 Can't stand
31 Like sale merchandise
33 Bath,eg
35 Sunflower suppon
37 Aye opponent
38-year
41 Close
44 Baseball's Mel
46 Marge in the fndge
48 Every last bil
49 Singer McKee
50 Pan 2 of remark
55 Taco topping
57 Makeup removers
59 Braga or Sanchez
60 That's notulll
61 Petite pie
62 Wages
65 Menuhin's teacher
67 Rounded roof
70 Language suffix
71 Boy king
72 Pan 3 of remark
77 Heifer or hen
80 Ipanema's locale
81 Warty one
82 Porthos' pal
85 Faraway place
88 Director Reitman
90 Detection device
92 Violinist Mis, hi

r o c v '■
Opens in Theatres Nationwide on October 26

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE POSTERS
Download a Screening Pass at

Wednesday, October 24

UberDuzi.com

11:59 PM
Grafton-Stovall Theatre

or Pick up a Screening Pass at the
UPB Office In Taylor 234
a. UPB

UberDuzi.com

93 Arizona town
97 Northern hemisphere''
98 Pan 4 of remark
101 '39 Wimbledon winner
104 Santa -.CA
105 Sojourn
106 "Ben -"('59 film)
107 Neighbor of lava
108 Rock's Stefani
109 Brit, fliers
112 Jazzman Zoot
114 Female elephant
116 Mythological meany
118 Pennsylvania port
120 Bite
122 Charles S. Dutton sitcom
125 Spanish dramatist
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DOWN
1 Urban transport
2 Utah city
3 Any time now
4 Swaddle
5 Little HKISCI '
6 Lively dances.
7 Morlocks' prey
8 Oafs
9 Smidgen
10 It should be square
11 Bmnle's "- Grey"
12 Type of muscle
13 - -de-lance
14 Shoe part
15 Big guy
16 Japanese dog
!7Cagney's partner
19 Leon of "Mister Ed"
24 Minnesota city
26 Writer Rogers St Johns
29 Coutuner Jean
32 Round Table title
34 Handshakers
36 The Brainy Bunch'

m

B

'X!

n

■

Be

38 Glasgow girl

99 Chan portrayer

39 Gladden

100 She'll flip for you

40 Writer Drury

102 Day- -

42 "Bhagavad--"

103 Tenor Beniamino

43 Beehive or bouffant

108 Little pel

45 Poetic monogram
47 Smell

109 Change lor the better
110 Oranjeslad's locale

49 Joan ut *t pstairs.

111 Ultimate

Dowsatsirt"

113 Drawing room

51 Ruhr Valley city

115 Pulse place

S2"Wbst,l

117 "Fnends" role

former

53 Place

119 Ending for leather

54 Queue tip'

121 Thicken

56 Takes in
58 Portly

123 Nobelist Stem
124 "Dark Lady" snip, i

61 Namely

126 Sheep shed

63 City on the Nile

127 Interrogates

64 Annealing oven

129 Oxford omega

66 Irish county
68 Hua's predeccss.n

130 Craven or Unseld

69 Monitor message

131 "- Paula" ('63 song)
132 Tended a tol

73 Mormon leader
74 Infinitive splitter, often
75 Desert refuge
76 Downtown miasma
77 Dance maneuver
78 Bool 79 Poet Lazarus
83 Dowry downside '
84 French nver
86 Salutes the moon?
87 Components
89 - Minor
91 Colt color
94 Fireworks reaction

Try not to miss
us too much on
Mondoy, we'll
be back next
Thursday with
the Guide to the
Burg.

95 "Alceste" composer
96 Curl) coil

ve more fun in
the Sun!
Leasing Kick-off
is Today!
Sunchase -Pool
Features: "Gaming Area
-Business Center
-Fitness Center
and much more!!

S^U^

b^W

Contact us for more information or go to
www.sunchase.net (check under Live at Sunchase)

virtual tours online at:

www.sunchase.net

HI
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l.M

128 A Dead End Kid
130 End of remark
11 < Subside
134 Jack of "Flower Dram
Song"
135 Cosmetician I .nuler
136 New Archangel. now
137 Made a bundle'
138 Big bang letters
139 Yam
140 For fear that

Ml

LV LH
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ttr
540-442-4800

